
The Bible Encounter:
New Evidence for the Original Text

by Prof. Jack Cascione
Friday evening - Saturday, Oct. 5-6, 2018

Emmanuel Lutheran Church; 800 S. Military St.; Dearborn, MI 48124

Emmanuel Lutheran Church is proud to host this presentation by
Prof. Jack Cascione, the culmination of 40 years of study,  noting and
proving a unique pattern or style that is traced throughout the sacred
text and is repeated both in individual portions of Scriptures, but also
in the Scriptures as a whole. 

This is a groundbreaking seminar on new research authenticating the
original text of the Bible.  Professor Jack Cascione is the author of Repetition in the Bible and In
Search of the Biblical Order.  The Bible will be examined as a divine literary artifact.  

The seminar will focus on the presence, significance, and meaning of newly observed literary forms
in the Bible accessible to anyone with a laptop computer.  This research does not uncover hidden
meaning or prophecy, but previously unobserved order in the original text from Genesis to Revelation.

The Bible Encounter will examine unexplored subjects and provide answers to questions we didn't
think we could ask.  Participants will be introduced to a vast textual array of evidence presenting the
shape of divine communication, order, and revelation.

The Bible Encounter will encourage the faithful, inform the inquisitive, and challenge the skeptic with
Divine creativity that rivals molecular structure and DNA in the natural world. 

The seminar will give new evidence and answer such questions as:

1. The Dead Sea Scrolls versus the Masoretic Text?
2. Who wrote the Bible?
3. How is the Biblical text different from any other book?
4. Do we have the original text of the Bible?
5. Can we authenticate ages of the Genesis patriarchs, the long ending of Mark, the authorship of

Genesis and Revelation, the unity of Scripture, and more?

The Bible Encounter:
New Evidence for the

Original Text

Prof. Jack Cascione

October 5-6, 2018

Hosted by:

Emmanuel Lutheran Church,
800 S. Military
Dearborn, MI
313-565-4002

www.emmanualdearborn.org

http://www.emmanualdearborn.org
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Conference Registration

The Bible Encounter
by Rev. Prof. Jack Cascione

October 5 – 6, 2018

(Note: payment is required to register. You may pay by
check or credit card. Jack's two books on the subject
will be given with every full registration. Participants
will receive a copyrighted file of all Power Points
presented. Registration is limited to 100.  If you choose
to pay by credit card you will be sent an e-mail invoice
and your registration will be completed when the
invoice is paid.)

Name: ______________________________________

Address: _____________________________________

             _____________________________________

Telephone: ___________________________________

E-mail: ______________________________________

_________ Number of full registrations ($45.00 each)

_________ Spouses registered ($25.00 each)

_________ College Student registrations ($35.00 each)

_________ Saturday Meals (Gratis; free will offering)

X   X   X

Payment method (check one):

____ Check enclosed (to Emmanuel Lutheran Church)

____ Credit Card (I will pay the invoice when I receive

e-mail.)

Please register early to be sure you have a place. If you

have any question or need any further assistance, please

call/contact:

Rev. Joel R. Baseley

313-565-4002

j_baseley@hotmail.com

Conference Schedule

The Bible Encounter
by Rev. Prof. Jack Cascione

October 5 – 6, 2018
Friday, Oct. 5

7 p.m. Session 1: An Introduction to Order in
Revelation and Daniel. These books serve as prophetic
bookends for the biblical order in the Old and New
Testaments.

8 p.m. Session 2: Comparison of Revelation and
Genesis. Moses, the pre-eminent author surpassing
ancient Egyptians and Shakespeare, sets the literary
standard for the biblical order for the entire Bible.

Saturday, Oct. 6

9 a.m. Session 3: Evidence for the Original Texts of
the Pentateuch comparing the Dead Sea Scrolls, and
the Masoretic Text, with JEPD.

10 a.m. Session 4: The Image of God as Revelation,
Vision, and Glory in the Biblical Order.

11 a.m. Session 5: Evidence for the Original Texts of
Matthew and Mark. The literary style of Genesis and
Revelation discovered in the Gospels.

11:50 a.m. – Lunch Provided with Free Will Offering

12:30 p.m. Session 6: Evidence for the Original Texts
of Luke and John. Explores Luke's exhaustive
vocabulary, complex application of Hebraic Meter,
John's authorship of Revelation, and Christ's high
priestly prayer in Moses' biblical order.

1:30 p.m. Session 7: Proof for Inclusion of Mark’s Long
Ending: A Paradigm for New Testament Text Verification.

2:30 p.m. Session 8: Harmony of Hebraic Meter
Across All Four Gospels.   Participants will view the
independent, yet coordinated, authorship of the four
Gospels, employing the same literary forms regardless
of stylistic differences. This is the paradox of the
Bible's two natures, Divine order in human words.


